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The man who says we do not know
what to do with our money must be a
vegetarian.
Jan Isn't the only one who, since
the arrival of those twins, Is making
music in the Kubellk home.
It is stated on reliable authority
which broke into a
Cincinnati flat had no family.

that the horse

Other things being equal, the happiest man in hot weather Is the one
who doesn't know how hot it is.
Cor-bett'-

d

Possibly Mr. Pcrdlcaris is at last
convinced of the superior advantages
of America as a place of residence.
The Columbian university of Washington has changed its name to
George Washington university. Good
swap!
One of the Republican orators says
problem now Is what to do
with our money. Speak for yourself,

that the
brother.

j

A

Patcrson, N. J., has just had a disastrous fire. Paterson goes regularly
from floods to fires and anarchists,
with short waits between.
Kisses transmitted by telepathy
will never be very popular so long as
there are opportunities of getting
them delivered on the premises.
Baseball has been Introduced In Japan. The Japs being mere imitators,
it may be taken for granted that there
'is trouble ahead for their umpires.
t
The reason a man marries his
Is because she is not like other
girls. The reason he divorces her is
because she is. Illinois State Journal.
sweet-'hear-

A German peasant has a pair of feet
that require No. 17 shoes. It is scarcely necessary, perhaps, to add that the
peasant to whom these feet pertain is
a man.

Let us give our forefathers credit
ifor never suspecting that the time
twould come when the toy pistol would
figure in celebrations of Freedom's
birthday.

Under nn onk tree in a woodland, whore
The dreaming spring had dropped It from
her hair.
1 found
u flower, through
I
which
seemed to gase
Beyond the World and see what n man
dare
Behold and live the myths of bygone
days:
Diana atal Endymlon nnd the bare
Slim beauty of the boy whom Echo
wooed.
And Hyaclnthus. whom Apollo dewed
With love and death, and Daphne, ever
fair.
girl whom Pan
And that
pursued.
I stood and gaed and through It seemed
to see
The Dryad's feet donee by the forest
tree.
Her hair wild blown; the Faun, with
listening ea;.
Deep in the boscage, kneeling on one
knee.
Watl bins the wandered Oread draw
near.
Her wild heart heating like a honey bee
Within a rose all, the myths of old.
All. all the bright shapes of the age of
gold.
Peopling the wonder worlds of poetry,
Through it I seemed In fancy to behold.
What other flower that, fashioned like a
star.
Draws Its frail life from earth and braves
the war
Of all the heavens, can suggest the
,
dreams
That this suggests. In whom no truce of
mar
Or soil exists: where stainless Innocence seems
nrhrlned, and where, beyond our vision
far.
That Inaccessible beauty which the
heart
Worships as truth and holiness and art
Is symbolized: wherein embodied are
The things that make the soul's Immortal part?
Llpplncott's.
reed-slend-

blood-poison-

Hetty Green's scornful declaration
that she would rather have a donkey
than an automobile is not surprising.
Donkeys are cheaper.

i

Biblical Injunction Reversed.
Most farmers, and especially boys,
take trouble to hunt down a snake
when they are really the farmers'
friends Many person will leave a
carriage or team In the road to kill
a snake they see upon the roadside.
And as for the blacksnake that lives
under the house or old porch, it is a
greater enemy to mice and rats than
the best cat could possibly be, while
it would not harm an infant; in fact,
could be tamed to be very interesting.
Kindness always wins snakes, and
they will show it as perceptibly as

The woman who left a package of
A blacksnake pet is
paris green in the baby's
has most creatures.
proved her eligibility to membership more cleanly than a dog or cat, Is far
in the Amalgamated Association ol less trouble, will respond to the familiar call just as quickly, show every
s
evidence of affection as sincerely, and
It Is said that a cup of ordinary rock if its fangs should scratch the skin
salt added to the 'iath is soothing to or even penetrate the flesh the result
the nerves and will often Insure rest- is not so annoying as the scratches
ful sleep particularly if one has an from the briars that come from picking roses or blackberries. Easton
active imagination.
(Md.) Gazette.
You can teach a monkey to imitate
She Called It Living.
a man, but a man can imitate a
It Is strange to mark the contrast
monkey without any teaching. This
shows the superiority of the human of existence between two people living
practically side by side with each
intellect over brute brain.
other. Into the fortunes of one so
The possibility that he might have much Is crowded changes, events and
made even more money if he had various happenings so that a decade
freshened up his faculties by taking a of the life of this one is more than
vacation la the lurking misgiving that the allotted threescore and ten of the
other. "Nothing has ever happened to
bothers Uncle Russell Sage.
rathme," said a girl of twenty-threPresident Schurman emphatically er discontentedly, "and Just see what
has had! We left
urges this year's Cornell graduates to Mildred S
marry, and doubtless they will, if they school together at eighteen. Since
meet the right girls and feel that then she has been engaged, broke it
off, become engaged again, married,
tthey are able to support them.
quarrelled with her husband, got a
Newport society has dropped the divorce, and is now back ho'me again
monkey dinners and is going in for with all that behind her, while I have
been going on exactly the same."
An edlfled
psychological research.
"But you certainly do not think her
public will now see Mr. Harry Lear
lot an enviable one?" queried her
evolute into a psychic phenomenon.
mother, laughing.
"No," said the girl, doubtfully; "but
Hayti has apologized for the attack
on M Depres, the Frencl minister, it was living. I don't know but that
who was stoned as be drove past the is better than merely existing."
palace, and the Incident s closed. So
Forced Contribution.
was the carriage, fortunately for M
Not long ago in New York soma
Depres.
philanthropic effort was started In a
The estimate of 14,000,000 as the church to raise funds, and it was denumber of men who have lost their cided to have a special sermon and
was appointed
lives in battle during the last hundred collection. Mr. H
years does not take into account the one of the members to pasB the plate.
lives lost In the annual battle of the Meeting a friend on Broadway, and
being very anxious for a large collecFourth of July.
tion, he urged his attendance. The
That must indeed be a great spec- friend was compelled to leave the
tacle that is taking place now In city that very day, but stated that he
bill
southern Manchuria, and yet It is hard had given his wife a
probable that the southern Man-- i for the collection.
As the plate was passed, the lady
Inn mns who have the best opportu, instead of passput in $3. Mr. H
nity to witness It are thoroughly
ing on, stopped and, in an undertone,
It.
go-ca-

Boat-Rocker-

five-doll-

said
"No you don't. I want the other f2.
You know your husband gave you 5."
The lady, very much astonished,
:

Here's another jilted swain suing a
itfckle young woman for breach of
We need this sort of thing
promise
more frequently. The current newt Is
setting quite too solemn and tragic.
Politic and crime wax monotonous.
Store merriment!

ly

good-size-

That was a sad death of Jim
He died of indigestion. Jim
was a
New York turtle.

Bellefontalne woman has con- trae'ed a serious case of
Ing by washing her face. We hesitate
to point the moral.

bargained

ear-ful-

remark.

level-heade-

a

d

The Japanese army Is Kalping atpail-ilon Its way, as the irisiiman would

Mark Twain has leased a farm In
Plttsfleld for the summer, but he is
altogether too
to under- take to work it.

Ostrich Plucking.
Ma laget in United States.
Ostrich plucking Is really not a
Of tht aian Inge In general In the
"plucking"
but a "cutting," says a United Btati
s discovered that out
Woman Shopper Overreached Herself
writer In Country Life In America. of the 1000 considered 139 men will
In Her Eagerness.
The late Levi Z. Leiter now and The ostrich Is coaxed Into a wedge-shape- have been married :it least once beInclosure and a small bag fore tin' celebration under considerathen used to narrate Incidents of his
',i wm have made
early life as a clerk In a dry goods drawn over his head, which renders tion vl t. !,,,
shop of Ieltersburg, Md. With one htm unresisting. The large plumes vows for the first time. Of the 1,000
cut, leaving an Inch of women in i'o e.isii inly ninety-eigh- t
of these Incidents, as with a parable. are
Mr. Leiter would often Illustrate some the quill, which In time drops out. A will hav worn widow's weedB before
few of the small feathers, when ready the wedding.
point he wished to make.
Thus, out of the 1,000
An individuals, parties to the 1,000 mar"Be frugal and careful In your deal- to fall out, are really plucked.
ings," he said to a young business man ostrich yields about fifty feathers at riage 2:17 ni have bongbt'or have
one day, "but nevr be grasping. a plucking.
worn wedding rini before.
Never try to overreach. Such courses
too often make a man ridiculous, and
8mitha Found Everywhere.
Plane Trolley Parties.
give him besides a had reputation that
Some of the Smiths have got as
A Central office for the supplying
lasts all his life.
far away from home as China. They of Informal i"ii about all the possible
"A reputation of this kind was ac- have been there long enough to im- trips by trolley In the vicinity of Boa-toquired In a moment In our Leltersburg bibe Oriental ideas and to become esh at been opened up in that city
store by a woman, and she could tablished in trade. There is a Shang- by a man who bIbo undertakes pernever shake It off.
hai Smith anil a Canton Smith. Smith sonally to conduct parties around the
"This woman came Into the store of Shanghai runs to art, apparently; country near Boston.
These trips
nnd said to me, In the presence of a at any rate he is described as a "makcover from one to three days and take
crowd of people:
er of fine cabinets."
Smith of Can- in
Interesting points within
" 'How much Is this gulmpe, young ton is probably an artist, too, in bis easyall the
reach. The traveling is done exman ?'
way; he Is an auctioneer.
clusively by trolley.
" 'One dollar a yard, ma'am.' said I.
"Hut she was slightly deaf.
She
Paper Cooking Utensils.
Propagation of Tomatoes.
misunderstood me.
In the Japanese army every soldier
In the great majority of cases, new
"'Two dollars a yard?' she exclaimed.
Well, it ain't worth It. I'll carries with him kettles which are varieties of tomatoes, as of other
give ye a dollar and a half, and that's made of paper, the invention of one fruits, are not "produced"; they are
Daiju. The kettle is made of ordinary rather discovered, says a writer In
all 1 11 give.'
" 'One dollar, ma'am. Is the price,' thin Japanese paper. It is filled with Country Life in America.
One finds
water, and then water is poured over a new form in his garden and propaI repeated In a louder key.
" 'Oh,' Rhe snld. 'That's much too it. It is hung over the fire, and in ten gates It. Some of the new forms will
minutes the water is boiling. The not propagate themselves readily from
high. I'll give ye 75 cents.' "
kettle can be used eight or ten times, seed, whereas others will "come true"
and the cost of it is about 2 cents.
to a greater or less extent. '
The

too kckn

said:

"
"I'll remain
get the other $2." Phila-

"Do move on, Mr. H
"No," replied H

here till I
delphia Public Ledger.

,

Divining Rod.

divining rod Is a rod with forked
branches,
usually made of witch
hazel, but sometimes of Iron or even
of brass and copper, and used by
those that pretend to tell where water, minerals and metals are under
ground.
According to the superstition, the rod is said to dip when held
over the desired spot.
A

American Fish for Argentine.
The streams of the Argentine Republic, South America, are to be stocked with rainbow trout from the hatcheries of Colorado. The deal Is being

Slmpllfylng Japanese.
The learning of Japanese will bo
greatly facilitated by the abandonment of their peculiar way of writing
and printing their language. Ten
years ago the universities inaugurx
ed the reform; next year the use of
English letters will be begun In the
public schools, and this will soon lead
to their general use.

Italians Find Papyri.
further find of papyri has rewarded the excavations undertaken
by the Italians at Hermopolis, in
Egypt, under the direction of Breccia.
arranged through the United States In addition to a number of official
Fish Bureau at Leadvllle, which has documents. It includes a portion of
obtained 60,000 eyed eggs from the an unknown epic, arl one or two
Colorado fish and game commissioner. other literary fragments of interest.
A

OF KOREAN

WISDOM.

iAYS THE

Swallowed

Up

MISOGYNI8T.

I tried to write a love letter once,
The Cosmopolitan Is Indebted to a
citizen of Korea for a number of prov but I didn't know whom to address
erhs and sayings which afford an In it to.
terestlng Insight Into, Korean mode of
thought, and in this way Illustrate th(
Woman rarely suffers from lack of
Intellectual aptitude and power of ob ah Idea. Just one vill last her for a
servatlon of the people:
!ng while.

It is only
well.

-

the thirsty who dig a

Who knows? Was the originator of
the great national Industry, poker,
married or single?

He who hath eaten salt drinketh
water.
If one
nothing.

Is

not observing, one sees

When the tiger is gone the fox
master.
Doe

There are some things that can he
accomplished but once in a lifetime,
such as growing baldheaded, for example.
The first time a married
man
swears is when he swears allegiance
to his wife. After that well, it largely

1

smoke come out of a tireless

depends!

chimney?

I am expecting a visit from a spinster friend. I have placed a
slipper and .the photo of an
actress on the mantelpiece.

The higher the mountain the deeper
the valley.
Even a hedgehog say
ones are weak.

his

hlgh-beele- d

young

Breakfast chat this morning was
to the effect that there were four
newly wed couples on our street, and
a new law office was about to open.

One knows the face of a man, but
not his Interior.

I heard of a chap once who lived
through a tidal wave, a simoon, an
earthquake and a volcanic eruption,
and finally succumbed to

One can paint the fur of the tiger,
but not his joints.
As soon as the moon is full It
gins to grow smaller.

be- -

That new hoarder, Mr. Drygoods, Is
telling Miss Marshmallow that he expects to be floorwalker in six months.
thing is good when It Is new; a I can see a honeymoon over my left

Even the blind man can find his
way through an open door.
A

man is good when he

1b

shoulder.

old.

When I was a boy I never had a
nurse, or a governess, or a French

When the ox has broken through
the stall repairs are first made.

maid from Sligo, and now. when I
look back over this state of affairs,
I marvel how I grew up so success
fully. New York Telegraph.

single high wheat stalk Is not distinguished from the rest in the field.
A

A basket full of gold is not so valuable for a son -- s instruction in one
of the classics.

JOTTINGS.
The man who gives a woman away
mean to be generous.

which has no sickness for
ten years must be rich. Boston TranA family

Is too

script.

Men who go to law are sure to get
if they are lawyers.

satisfaction

LITTLE SERMONS OUT OF

All women are born reformers and
they want to begin on some man.

Eventually most of us do what we
A lady in this city, reading that a feally want to do.
pincushion that had been in use for
Almost Invariably a liar speaks the
some time, on being opened developed
about 150 needles, had the curiosity truth with his eyes.
to pull apart a pincushion that she
With head, heart and hand rightfulhad been uo!ng about twenty-fivyears. She found by actual count 410 ly attuned it is smooth sailing.
needles.
Hartford Courant.
What man or woman half merits the
opinion held of them by their child
Municipality in Miniature.
Where Allspice Grows.
The
Practically all of the allspice or
smallest commune In all
Don't sign your name to it if you
pimento, that enters into the com- France, and one which in point of
merce of the world is grown on the smallness would be difficult to beat would be asham--- i to have your sister
Island of Jamaica. The exports of in Western Europe, is a tiny spot read it.
this product from Jamaica in 1902 named Morteau, In the Upper Marne,
No woman with an atom of romance
amounted to 8,072,960 pounds, against not far from Andelot. It has thirteen
11,261,264 pounds in 1901 and 13,884,-8Cinhabitants, and there are just four will say "No" to a man who proposes
on bended knee.
voters on the register.
pounds in 1900.
Most Active Volcano.
Mount Sangay is the most active
volcano In the world. It is situated
in Ecuador, is 17,120 feet in height,
and has been In constant activity
since 1728. The sounds of Its eruptions are sometimes heard in Quito,
150 miles distant, and 267 reports
wre once counted in one hour.

Pincushion

BITS

Needles.

A

woman's favorite writer Is a husis capable of writing

who
band
checks.

An Irishman says that being an
ancient mu-- t have been a healthful

e

occupation.
A man in trouble Is apt to discover
that his friends are not as friendly as
they might be.

Many a man who says he has great
presence of mind manages successfully to conceal it.

4

When a widower begins to tell his
troubles to a widow she knows he la
going to ask her to share them.

The shingle Is the thing for the
Hospital Flowers.
Death Result of Greediness.
boy who wants to wear fashAll the hospitals and almshouses In
pounds has
perch weighing 1
been captured r.t Birmingham, Eng- Berlin are regularly supplied with ionable clothes.
land, having tightly jammed in its fresh flowers from the public garden,
Truly great men say what they
roach. while twice a week each of the nathroat the body of a
they say, even in
The head of the latter was too big tional schools receives from 100 to mean and do what
transaction.
a
business
150
specimens of four different kinds
for the perch's throat, and the result
ol plants for use at botany lessons.
was that both fish were suffocated.
A good many of the season's graduates will be ready for the business of
Revenge of Tibetan.
Bacteria Grow on Meat.
life in a few years when they have
The gamey flavor of meat Is gained forgotten that they know it all.
Some years ago at Darjlling, on the
border of India, a Tibetan was ducked by the bacteria feeding upon it.
in a fountain for Insolence to an Eng- These develop within an hour after
The man who sat In a street car
He was afterward prime food is exposed on pantry shelves, while a dozen tired women stood was
lishwoman.
minister of Tibet and did much to and long before the flavor Is appro thought a model of politeaess by the
shape the Tibetan policy of exclusion ciable to the senses the bacteria that girl he knew as he offered bis place
produce them are abundant.
for all white foreigners.
to her when she entered.
A

s
About
of the people wbo
attend church can't tell an hour later
what the minister talked about.
two-third-

half-poun- d

Waiting Rooms for Passengers.
The Montreal Street Railway Company has recently erected a number
of pretentious waiting rooms in different parts of the city. One of them Is
brick structure, where
a
thane is a ticket office and conveniences for passengers.
two-stor- y

American "Partridges."
In the North,
where the ruffed
grouse is known as the partridge, the
is called the quail; in the
South, where the ruffed grouse is
known as the pheasant, the quail is
called the partridge. Country Life in
America.
bob-whit- e

India's Plants.
India has, perhaps, a greater variety of plants than any other country in the world, having 15,000 native
species, while the flora of the entire
continent of Europe only embraces
about ten thousand.
Eager to Learn.
There is no compulsory attendance
at schools in Japan for the reason
tlat none is needed, both parents
and children being eager for all the
educational advantages they can get.

When an old man proposes to a
girl he should accompany his proposal
with a certified check not neces-

sarily for publication, but as a
anty of good faith.
DAUGHTER

OF

Steel Replaces Hemp.
Steel is slowly but surely displacing hemp as the material of which
all hawsers and ropes are made In the
ships of the British fleet.
Low Prices for Relics.
cocked hat fetched 16.25 at
a sale, and an umbrella, which belonged to the Duke of Wellington $42.

Nels'

Sea Robin's Peculiarities.
Her sympathy and camaraderie creSOME WEATHER LORE.
The sea robin, so called because it
ate a green spot in their workaday
has magnificent crimson fins as big as
Sunflower raising Its head Indicates live.
a bird's wings just behind his head.
Is a fish with a voice.
He utters a rain.
She finds a natural field of activity
deep, loud "quawk" when be is caughi
Snakes expose themselves on the In the arrangement of flower's, the
and repeats it every time he la
oversight of house plants, the dispose
approach of rain.
touched.
tlon of furniture, books, pictures,
Drains, ditches and dunghills are
Sleeping Disease.
more offensive before rain.
It has been noticed by the Congo
She understands the composition of
expedition dispatched by the Liver Rainbow at night, sailors' delight;
different dishes and the theory ol
pool School of Tropical Medicine to Rainbow in morning, sailors' warning. cooking, and, when the household
is
study sleeping sickness, that in a
without domestics, takes a responsible
large percentage of cases actual sleet Rainbow In morning, shepherds take part as menagere.
is not a marked feature of the diswarning;
ease.
She has her own allowance of
Rainbow at night, ahepherds' delight.
pocket money and dress money and Is
Thief Lose Novel Wager.
The sun, moon and stars indicate taught the use of a bank account and
Having wagered $40 that he would impending weather changes only so a check book.
steal five medals from a policeman' far as their appearance is affected by
chest, a young man In Paris secured existing atmospheric conditions.
All this and much more doe the
two, says the Petit Parlsien, but was
athletic girl of culture
when
caught at the third attempt and will
Rainbow In morning shows that she is the daughter of wise parents.
be prosecuted.
shower Is west of us, and that we will
She does It because her parent, beprobably get It. Rainbow in the evening shows that shower la east of ua ing wise, see in time that they render
Evil of Sugar Gluttony.
her happier In training her to b un
Prof. Ooston says that future scien- and is passing off.
selfish. St. Louis
tists will place the evils of sugar gluttony on a pedestal a conspicuous a
In dry weather, when creeks and
the drink question, as causing a de springs that have gone dry become
WORKSHOP PHILOSOPHY.
moist, or, a we say, begin to sweat,
terioratlon of individuals and race.
it Indicates approaching rain. Many
Look twice before you strike, and
springs that have gone dry will give perhaps you won't strike at all.
Most Expensive Fur.
just
water
of
flow
before
good
rain.
The most expensive fur is that ol a
J. E. Walter, KansaB.
Until the people directly legislate
the black fox at Kamschatka, the skin
they will be Indirectly fleeced.
of which, when dressed, becomes
DINK ELSPI ELERS.
very attractive blue. A single skin ll
The bird of good wages in the hand
worth as much as $1,000.
A good actor is known py der audiIs worth a dozen pensions In the bush.
ence be keeps.
Ruin Threaten Campanile.
The poor ye have always with you,
A telegram from Ravenna aay the
Peoples dot borrow trouble alvaya but the rich are getting ready to
campanile of that town la threatened
vant to pass It along.
leave the city for the seashore.
with the same fate as the campanll
of St. Mark', Venice.
Der man dot dinks he cuts der most
The devil can still quote scripture
ice is cuenerally a warm baby.
look at Charlie Schwab of the Steel
Reflection of Wi
Meditation.
Trust accusing the union of "restrictCongeniality, a aenae of humor, and
An ounce of apology i vorth a ing production."
endless patience these .are the thre pound of beefsteak for der black .
must he's" of wedded happiness.
If
brick weighs seven pounds and
Vunce a chentleman alvaya a
a half a brick, how long will it lake
In
eggscept
Light
der
matter
for
Blue
Neuralgia.
of a man who I supporting a family of
Neuralgia 1 said to be successfully gettin a aeat on der Elevated Hough five on $2 a day to save enough to enV.
Hobart in Chicago dow a library Frank K Foster in
treated In Italy by the uae of 'ilue house. George
bric-a-bra-

Globe-Democr-

.

chen-tleman- s

British Domestic Servants.

Great Britain has
servants, earning

1,951,000
68,500,000

domestic
per

PARENTS.

To her they carry confidences and
worries which It does not seem expedient to convey to the generally
overburdened mistress of the house.

'

Vaccination for Drunkenness.
A new cure for Inebriety is by
means of vaccination. 1 know of one
very bad case where the patient after
treatment has continued Bober to this
day. Leisure Hour.

WISE

guar-

lifcht.

American.

Chicago

American.

Red

River
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The Ring or the Man?

Prospector,
NEW MEXICO.

By
HAD NO MONKEY RANCH.
Q

ad Idas of tha Imitations
of tha Country.
A itory told U Illustrative of the
Swedish dialect and the possibilities
thereof anent the recent visit here of
a clever traveling man who fooled
the
members of the Board of Tradv and
the representative of a newjijipcr so
completely that the reporter took him
to a photograph cillery and had his
Picture taken for th
aper. wrote
column story about tie advent on tae
loard of Senator Swanson of Minnesota, who had coin here In the tnter-H- t
of the
bill.
Mr. Keene atory was of a maa who
as riding oil his bicycle throsrgh a
thinly so it tad sertlon of Minnesota.
Something went xvrong with aik wheel
and he had to dismount and trundle
it along tor twveral mi lea
fore he
' ami to
house. He haste
up and
rappwl sjt the front door, & Ull.
Swede 'appeared.
"Have yon got a meratay wrench?"
uskess the vAieelman.
"No," salt the Swede, ' Ay not have
!

8

Had

antl-onttt- ui

raw-hon-

"nkey reach."

"Do you know

hetv I ran

And

?

"Vel, Ay don't know. Nels Nelson,
"vn, eight miles trp 'de road, he got
cattle ranch; Ay got heep ranch; Ay
ink a man must in a dam fool a
hav monkey ranch 'an ties country."

r.

0000000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 000
I opyrlght,

i

The trouble all began In Qub Molden
doing the unexpected thing. Every
body predicted, and with reason, that
If Molly Cartwell got engaged before
the season was over It would be to
young Maxwell Barton, the
newspaper man from Mississippi.
And up to that momentous
afternoon It Is fair to say that Molly
and Max shared the common conviction. They wr treat friends. Everybody also said that It would be aa ex
cellent match. 'For Molly," some of
the women al4eJ. But that was only a
spurt of faun tain e meanness over whloh
rugged
the men
their shoulder.
They knew the state of Max's finances.
And cow Molly had awnt dwn word
that aa Was sorry, hat that she would
not aw bik) to go feoattng tthls afternoon
hd Max had vwung off U the
broad-ehoulder-

whauft,

caverlng

hts

'disappointment

with one of Righror's sunns
"Qsa, my Mexican Juahita.
la the laioonllght 3 will .meet br,
thfe silver
'down ujc.-Rio

1f Grande."

Wolly heard,
the beautiful r

&fl
11

th hand that held
twitched nervously.

i

l

ss

owns, down to his golf clubs, before he

university professor, during his could give a girl such u thing as this.
summer holiday, has been traveling But, then, Max Is a man, and he .does
about England asking every tramp work hard. My goodness, how glorithat he met why he didn't work, says a ously he could make love ttv a girl, if
A

London exchange.
only he could afford it." And Molly
He Interviewed 2.000 .vagrants, and, pushed aside the ring and dropped her
classing them according to the various 'face into her hands, that she might the
reasons they gave far not earning their better rrcRll a certain delicious afterdaily bread in an orthodox manner, we noon she and Max had Bpent together
get the following:
tramping over the hills with their
Six hundred and
said they kodaks. The huskiuess toat had come
were wellilng to work, but could not
obtain any.
aou Id not
Four hundred and fifty-fivl
give any reason that would hold water.
Three hundred and one thought that
no one ought to have to work, and If
some people were foolish enough 'to
do so well, they Intended living on
those said people.
Four hundred and seven were on
their way to procure work at distant
towns, having letters In their possession promising them employment at
1
I
the said towns, and the remaining 994
P 0
were waiting for relatives so .die and
leave them their money.
fi'fty-ithre-

e.

5l,iWj-!io-

Vr

a

rcmala Hints "an si rlk.
Birds are famous lor "women's
rights" strikes that 1b, the females
sometimes flock together, abandoning
or driving away the males, and refuse
to do any "housework" whatever. They
desert their nests anal will not finish
They leave their eggs to
building.
grow cold and unhateha'Ule. and not b
Ing will Induce them to return. The
male birds grow extremely concerned
at such times, but they have no remedy, for throughout the beast and bird
creation the male wilt never attack: a
female, though the opposite often happens. Warblers and starlings especially are given to these "female workers' strikes "

it to

easy enough to love yonr neigh-borIf they are far enough away.

a

As swy postman will tell you, some
too much.

ouoDle expect

The spontaneous combustion of coal
has always been a source of danger
upon colliers and other vessels carrying
It In large quantltles.as It absorbs considerable oxygen from the air, which,
In combination
with Its carbonaceous
constituents, gnerates heat, and this
Many
In turn results In combustion.
attempts have been made to overcome
the difficulty, but so far all have proved
futile. Thomas Clayton,
ot Iondon,
England, however, It seems, has suggested a method which promises to be
efficacious, and Is at the same time
quite simple. After a vessel Is loaded
he Injects It; to the hold containing the
coal sulphur dioxide gas and then battens down the hatches. A number of
experiments have been irled with the
method and they all appear to Indi
cate its entire success. A chamber was
filled with about six per cent of the
gas, and upon thrusting Into It a light-

ma. by Daily Story Publishing Oonpany.

"What a vtaki he had! And every- thtnt, about failm Is as big as his voice,"
she. idded regretfully. "I wonder If he
would cure, much, il would hate to
hurt lil in. 8!e is such a happy hearted
SCOTLAND'S LAW FORBIDS HOLT-fellow in suite 'Of his bad luck." Her
eyes went Jiadk toUhe ring.
Soma
acts That
of tfee Qaama
For this was the unexpected thing
May Jit I Know.
Scotland, as everybody knows, l :(he Bus HoMm 'had 'done. He had written
lantHwhere gob? .originated and tin inn. Wlss Mcilly CiitMwell a business-lik- e
where it most 'flourishes.
But if tho offer of marriage and backed up his
law was strict eenforced north rff Use offer with u perfect love of a diamond.
Tweed it would, go hard with the .play-rr- s "If I see the ring on your hand toof the royislijgame In "Bonnie Scot- night, il shall understand that you
Qolf flayers there may not have Seolded to make me one of the
land."
happiest 'Of men," had been the formal
know It, but Ifkey are liable u a sentence of ilex a or their Indulgence In ending of that formal letter.
their favortm sport. Technically U1b
"I suppose II wlll have to get marIs literally m ' fact
In ancient times, ried some day," she reflected. But of
'when Srotiirnd always had work for a truth, this was not exactly the way
her soldier to do, all young men "were she had Intended to be made love to
required to, perfect themselves in Tch- - by the man she would eventually marery. They preferred to jflny golf, and ry. IHeaven knows what she had info serious k rival did the iramc become tended
Should happen. Most girls
that it was for a time suppressor! and crave a' romantic love affair, and there
made a eepital offense, T.hnt eurioiis was mi romance about this straight-co- t
law neveri'has been repealled, and may
and thrust letter; nothing but .the
still be round on the
tatute book. ring.
There seems to he no iwmmi, nwwever,
Oh, that ring!
What a beauty it
of the law ever havinx baen enforced. was. How.
the other girls would go .on
This legislation in regard to ;goll re over
It.
minds one of Kipling's 'charge that
Everybody knew Gus Holrten had
football tand cricket ara occupying the
more money than he could spend.
attention of the youth rff England to
was all they did know about him.
That
the cxclnslon of the more serious busi
'The Idea' Of marrying a man he had
ness of ' fighting hrs attack on "The
Wiry under
Bannered fool at the wicket and the not met a dozen times!
t he sun had he taken It into ibis head
muddled oaf at the goal."
to 'be In snch a hurry!
"The happiest of men." How .cold
8HE KEPT HERWVORD.
it looked on paper. No doubt he had
Mr. Martin
Nat as A nitons as lis TTai written it because he considered It the
for Ills Wire's indomaisnL
correct thing, like the "Yours truly"
A few days ago the usually clever
the bottom of a business .letter.
at
Mr. Martin was talking .at the dinner
'For a minute she gave place to
table In his usual clever manner about
and wished with all her heart
the inconsistency of .women.
that Ous Holden had kept his old let"These young ladles who: protest that ter and his old rlns to himself, .and
they are never going .to marry.'" he that she was out on the water having a
broke out. "Everybody knows they good
time with Max. Dear 'did Max.
will belle their owa 'words at the very
with his huge head and deep voice,
llrst opportunity."
hapsiy heart.
He paused and evidently hoped that and, best of all, honest,
AH very charming attributes, mo
Mrs. Martin would come m the rescue
of her sex, but that .discreet woman doubt, but yet not much In the 'way .of
assets' when looked at from the dollars
.held her tongue.
"Why, Mary," he continued, "you and cents point of view.
"And I'll have to get married some
remember how It was1 with yourself. I
have heard you say more than once day. Gracious knows I don't want to
She picked up the
you wouldn't marry the ibeat man he an old maid."
ring and looked at it lovingly.
aillve."
"You are a beauty, aren't you? Why.
"Well, I didn't," satu Mrs. Martin.
"Max would have to sell everything he
Why Tramps At rr ramps.

Some Discoveries and Inventions
During the Last Week.

S

H. LANCASTER.

If
"You pretty thingr
Into that big voice of his when he
thanked her for having given him Buch
a happy two hours. How strong and
tender he was always, always.
itli bother, I'd rather wait for Max
half a lifetime than marry anybody
else. I Bhall learn telegraphy or something and turn bachelor girl. I'll write
to Gua Holden and tell him so. And
" The exquisitely cut
Vtt send hack
stone flashed up at her from Its purple
Molly Just had to stop and
cushion.
look at it and while she looked the
resolution died out of her fr.ee.
"You pretty thing," she said softly
"1 wonder if you would fit. Just ex- -

F SCIENTISTS

sctlyl

Why, how did be know what
slsa to get? Maybe he does care, In
hli way, and of coiine he couldn't be
litre Max. But, then, I really don't
know that Max carea or that
would
care If he did care. I suppose I could
learn to love Mr. Holden It I had to.
Aftw all youth and love are very fine
In blank verse, but you can't make a
''.vine at them. The beat thing you
can do, Molly Cartwell, Is to take the
gifts the gods provide you and say
"Thank you." He doesn't ask you to
say that you love him, only to wear the
ring. And graciotia knows that will
be easy enough to do. Especially when
those girls from the other club are t
take supper here
She turned
the ring rlowly and a blase of light
leaped out from every apex.
"My goodness, how I Hituld hate to
extined torch It was Immediately
see you flashing on another girl's Anguished. A long lighted torch, Inserted
ger. And that's what would happen,
alowly, was next used with the same
you know. Gus Holden isn't the man
result. Then a broad bar of red hot Iron
you
to dally over a thing. If
don't was tried and a torch composed of
wear it Borne other girl will, and pret- straw saturated with naphtha, also a
ty quick, too." She gased at the flashbucket of naphtha Into which a red hot
ing stone wistfully. It was very beau- bar of Iron was thrust, but nothing
tiful, yet not bo beautiful as the light would Ignite or explode in the presla Max's eyes had been when he told ence of the gas.
ber huskily that she had made him
happy.
raraeurly Tea"Well, It was decided at laBt." The
Mate, or Paicguay tea, which Is the
diamond in her lap winked up at her
favorite beverage among a population
of some 20,000,000, grows wild in the
woods of the southern half of South
America. For many years Its cultivation was a lost art. Although large
plantations were planted by Jesuit
missionaries more than a century ago.
later attempts to raise the plant were
fruitless, and not untl'. recently have
new plantations been established In
Paraguay. The secret of cultivation, It
is alleged, Is that the seeds will not
germinate until treated with a potassium salt. The leaves are usually prepared for market by roasting over a
brushwood
fire, grinding to powder,
and ramming Into rawhide bags; but
the dried leaves are sometimes merely
broken. With a liberal supply of mate,
native Paraguayans are said to do hard
work for days at a time with scarcely
any food.
1

Aa Illuminating; Snggaitloa.

la Illustration

of the value of Edison's new Btorage battery, Franklin H.
Head, in a lecture recently delivered
Tt was nrt a precise middle-ageman. before the students of
the College of
'knowingly.
Presently Mr.
Holden Commerce and Administration at the
ha
would come
with his eyeglasses. She University of Chicago, suggested as a
"wondered a trifle drearily what kind of possibility of future Illuminating metha figure he would cut as one of the ods the use of a belt of windmills to
happiest of men. But she knew she run dynamos for the storage of batwould he glad when he did come and it teries with electricity. Such a series
was all over.
of windmills, he said, would be able to
There was a step outside and Molly supply enough storage batteries with
felt that she was quite equal to the ocelectricity to light a whole city contln-aoii8lcasion. It was not a precise middle-ageand perhaps to heat It also.
man, however, that came through
the open window. Nothing but a bass
New W ap i for tha Trapper.
voice trolling out a vaudeville song:
As many wild animals prowl at night
"Oh my Mexican Juanlta,
and remain in their lairs all day,
In the moonlight I will meet her,
many schemes are devised by the hunWay oowa
upon the silver Rio ter and trapper to slay them or cap- Grande."
d

d

"Max, my splendid Max. No, I'm "
Molly clenched the ring In her palm
and started upstairs on a run.
"Why, Molly!"
I was In a hur"IU'k pardon, Max.
1 didn't see
"
ry
"All right, but see here. I've been
made editor and I'm going to get

married."
"Who to?"
""Why, to you."
"Oh, Max. I'm so glad! '
"Are you. dear? I know I am."
"Max, you silly. 1 didn't mean that.
Of course. I am glad, too. But what
meant was
let me go just a minute
1
want to get rid of this miserable
1

thing."

Wasps Worsa than Hnllets.
Richard Harding Davis relates this
Incident, which happened while he was
acting as correspondent during the
English-Boe- r
war.
A regiment of Scottish Highlanders,
noted for their bravery in action, during the heat of the battle were suddenly seen to break ranks and run In all
directions. The officers as well shared
lu the stampede, and apparently made
no attempts to urge the men under
them Into line. Their behavior was a
surprise to everybody on ihe field, r.nd
after the battle was aver the cuiunel of
the regiment was summoned before
Gen. Roberts.
"What the devil was the matter with
your regiment?" aske.l "Bobs."
"Well." replied the colonel, there Is
not a man in the refiment afraid of a
Dutchman's bullet, but we were steered Into a field literally Infested with
wasps' nests, and you know, general,
we were all In kills and with bare
legs."
Carious Mlsandarslanriluff"
One of the strange traits of little
children Is their utter misunderstanding of many simple thing, and the endurance of this misunderstanding with
them through years and years. Thus,
there is a lawyer of Philadelphia who
thought, until he was twenty or twenty-one
years old, that there was such
"
In the langa word as
uage, tils father, a religious
roan,
had said grace' always at the table,
and the boy bad heard, Incuriously,
"
three tlnu-- a day,
in
the grace, without comprehending In
the least that "pardon our sins" were
the words his father actually bad
spoken.
"pard-narsens-

s

"pard-narsens-

Much of man's uubapplness Is due
to his getting what he expects, but
doesn't want.

Bait Oun Suspends

I

from a Tree.

ture tbem twlh automatic traps, which
have only to be set In their path to
tempt them with the bait and take
them unawares. Below will be found a
new contrivance for this work, de-

signed especially for the killing
of
wolves and other large game. As will
be seen, the tmplemeut is a sort of
gun, designed to be suspended from
the limb of a tree or other convenient
support. It has a barrel adapted
to
carry a cartridge, the tube proper being Inserted In a larger wooden case
for weight and protection. A breechblock is mounted on one side ot the
barrel,
and an opening
is
made
through the case for the insertion of
the cartridge In Its chamber. The firing
pin Is mounted in the end of the
breech block, and Is actuated by a
colled spring.
At the muzzle of the
gun will be seen a bait fixed on a
curved hook attached to a sliding rod,
the latter connecting with a
which releases the firing pin and discharges the gun. To put the weapon
In operation a cartridge is Inserted and
the firing pin drawn back, when the
gun is suspended from overhead at a
height which compels the animal to
strain its head upward to reach It,
thus bringing Its head in line with the
direction of the bullet. Oliver J. Da
Roshey of Iron Mountain, Mich., Is the
Inventor.
trip-lev-

Ull Walla In Weataro China.
The French traveler, Charles Endes
Bonln, who Is now exploring the very
heart of Western China, reports from
Kausou that not only gold, but also
petroleum occurs in extensive deposits
In that part of the Chinese empire. Petroleum wells are especially numerous
n
mountains, where the
in the
Chinese authorities have entrusted four
wealthy families with the exploitation
of the deposits. These people have to
deliver a certain part of the output to
the lovernment, while the rest is sold
to onsumers, either In the form of lu
brlcullng or burning oil.
Mr. Bonln
Nan-Sha-

Recorded

says that the methods of working the
welU are extcremely primitive.
Irrigation at Low Coat.
It Is becoming more and more apparent that Irrigation Is destined to
have a larger place In the agriculture
of the humid portion of the United
States than a few years ago was
thought possible. The solution of the
problem of irrigation rtsts largely In
the quantity of water available and
ability to direct tt about the land at
low cost. David Hutton of Quartette,
Nev., has designed a novel machine for
elevating water from streams and discharging It on higher land, the apparatus working automatically and
without cost, after the Installation of
the plant, which Is In itself inexpensive. In the illustration Is shown a machine In operation. It consists of a
frame resting on the bank of the
Btream, supported either by Its own

Ilfllng Water from a Stream.
weight or anchored to piles driven In
the earth, with a shaft poised at an
angle of 45 degrees to support a series
of buckets,
revolving between the
stream and the discharge trough on the
frame. The buckets are mounted on
arms radiating from the shaft, and besides each bucket Is a broad paddle
blade which dips Into the water as the
lowest point is neared, the action of
the current revolving the shaft and
elevating the buckets In turn to the
highest point of revolution, where they
are tilted automatically to discharge
their contents Into the trough. Though
the strength of the current be small,
the quantity of water elevated will yet
be large, as the flow Is regular and
unceasing.
igrjpik-

Te Save the Gatta-rarrh- a
Tree.
On account of the extreme usefulness
of guttapercha in constructing submarine cables, every effort is being
made to save the tree that yields the
valuable gum from destruction.
No
satisfactory substitute for the guttapercha found In the foreBts of the
Malay Peninsula and In Malacca has
been discovered, but the natives,
in
order to get Quick returns, are destroying the trees so rapidly that a guttapercha famine Is feared. To prevent
this, the French, Dutch and British
governments are striving not only to
prevent waste of the trees already existing, but. to Increase their number
by transplantation and cultivation. Experiments with transplanted trees are
being made in Reunion and Madagascar. At present it is said to be almost
Impossible to And a
n
guttapercha tree. Youth's Companion.
Height of Waves.
During a storm In which the wind
velocity varied from 80 to 160 kilometers per hour (50 to 93 miles) the
heights of waves were observed at the
Peterhead breakwater In Scotland. The
results showed the height from crest
to hollow was Vl.'l meters (about 40
feet), the period from 13 to 17 seconds,
and the length of the waves from IS
to 213 meters (from 500 to 700 feet).
These figures are larger than those
usually accepted
for ocean waves,
Which are approximately: Waves in a
strong breeze, about 9Vs feet; In a gale,
about 14H feet; waves In a strong gale,
about 20 feet; waves in a hurricane,
about 27 feet.
Itlrh Dlsrorery In rinl tnti.
It Is reported from St. Petersburg
that a Russian engineer, M. Berislowal?t
hon
i. ii
ant,
tto p.... . .!.- .1'i ....
deposits of ozokerite (mineral wax) In
the extreme north of Finland. The deposits are located on the Kemlokl river
and are said to be very rich in paraffin.
-
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On every

ODD LOTTERY FRIZE.
a Sonroa of sini h Embtrraaa- meat to IK " Inn".
At Dieppe a "tombola" was drawn at
the Menagarle Peion the prise, a living Hon. Immediately the winning
number wai announced the holder
rrled out: "This way!" and held up the
lucky ticket. "All right," said the
t

... r.

i

manager, "the Hon Is yours." Thereupon the winner approached the cage a
pair of scissors in hand, and stretched
forth his hand, evidently to "mark"
the right Hon, but was slapped by an
employe, who cautioned him to be careful or he might "smart" for his baste.
"Very well," said the winner; "I will
sleep over It. and let you know
1
how I have arranged for the
very." "No, no," said the managnr,
"the Hon must be taken away wlnn-"y"Well." replied the
have kept your word In offering
me a live lion, but I would rather have
a dead one! Olve me Ave minutes to
get a gun and I will coon settle the
matter."
The manager said he had no objection to that plan, but added: "Whatt
ae-1-

seaace-tanante.-

ou

will you do with a dead Hon? You
will only get the skin. Now, I have
the skin of a dead Hon, Jvhich I will
give you, and you can let me" keep the
live Hon." This arrangement', which-savemuch trouble to everybocJw, was
Joyfully accepted by both uartlcs.
.
"v !
No Store Mademoiselles.
The cause of woman sweeps on relentlessly.
The Woman's Suffrage society ot Paris has Just legislated the
out of
appellation of "mademoiselle"
existence, Ilenceforwarfl they decline,
as a body '.nd as Individ, nils, to answer to anything but "madame." Married or etngle or widowed, 10 years old
o'r a hundred, It Is Just the same;
or at any rate, none that could
be printed, will escape them so long as
thoy are addressed as "mademoisello.'-They have discovered a 8uggectVo. of
Inferiority, their resolutions even say
In the custom that
of servitude,
would refuse their sex a collective and
title. A he, of wha'evei
age, Is always "monsieur." Why shou'd
not a she be always "raadame?" The
herolneB of Racine, CorneHle and
married or not, were never anything but "madame," and the "dignity
of the sex" demands, apparently, that
the Invidious distinctions of modern
usage should be dropped. As a matter
of fact, they have already been
dropped, partly, at say rate, In the
The street car
"American Athens."
conductors of Boston are compelled to
address all their women passengers as
"madam," without reference to age,
color or rare, previous condition of
servitude or present condition of clothing.
'

Got. Shaw Answers Interrupters
A story is told of Governor Shaw
of Iowa In last year's campaign. Populists in the audience were asking a
good many

questions, especially one
fellow. Gov. Shaw answered patiently and bided his time.
A man well down in front insisted on
asking a question every five minutes,
on an average. He usually prefaced
them by such remarks as, "Just a
minute, please," or "Let me Interrupt
for a minute." In an unhappy moment
he broke In with, "Pardon me, but
Before he could finish, the Governor, a
look spreading
rather
over hla face, replied: "Well, I've pardoned lots worse fellows than you In
my time, and I suppose it would be unjust to draw the line here."
n

Pretty girls can see no reason why
other people should not Judge by ap-

pearances.
More people have died from colds
(?an were ever killed in battle.
Married constables of the London police force receive forty pounds of coal
a week nil the year arouud.

FREE

A WONDERFUL SHRUB

CURES

KIDNEYand BLADDER
Diseases, Rheumatism, etc.
In the sliort

time, that Alknvls, the Kavu Kavo
ihrub coiuuoiin.l, hits been b, fore the American
publln, its Cures of v.irlous forms of Kidney and
Bladder discuses. Rhmimatlesnii Gouty Disorders
havo been numbered by the thousands. Alkavli
has not been extensively advert ised, through Newspapers or otherwise, but has mude lis way entirely
on Its merits, and throueh the fact that ever
emi make fn-- trial nf Its w. ndurful curative powers, uud judge of lta vulue from personal
I' Hill lit.

Handy Tool llox.

farm there should be

gim-

lets, augers and bits, chisels,
files,
hammers, awls for mending harness,
etc. Then there should be a full supply
of nails, screws, bolts and nuts.
To
make a chest for these things, select
four boxes of the proper size and
yiJfiDilliliKIt

lillif Hi.

i

LutuLn

IIiiHl

i

t. Rural Dtllnr, a? saca. at.
The President of the Suffolk Hospital
ins
pensary, Uosluii Mhm , eatulillahed under and
th,. lawr
of the State, writes bept., 1Mb, 1W1, aa follows- " QmlUmm: As a rule wo are unwilling to en
dorse any preparation the formula of whleh la nol
made public to the medical profession, but the
of your product has so fully convinced us of ust
Hi
Jcmedial value that our otjfectlon has been overcome. Let usaay In a word that ve havo tested II
on somechninlonaMsof
Bladder and Kheumatlc
trouble, and it hasCured when old and established
compounds have wholly fulled. Our good wordi
lire at your dtspnaal, for all should know of the
i;ood accomplished by its use.
James Thomas, Kso , of the Board of Review
lliuvau of Pensions, Washington, D. C, writes
Was cured of a usually fatal Kidney Trouble aftci
many physicians had faded and hehad given
all hope of recovery Mr. John Will, Vincic,
Ind., writes: Waa told by two physicians one be
lug my son In law, that neither be nor any olhei
doctor could cure me, but nevertheless "Alkavia"
did the work Uany ladlosalso Join In testifying to
the wonderful curatl vepowers of Alkavli In Kid
nev uud Blind diseases, and other troublesome
ulHIctlnni peculiar to womanhood, which can not
with propriety Ik) described beta.
That you may Judge of tha value of this Great
Discovery for yourself, we will leud you oueLarge
Case hy mall Free, only asking that when cured
yourself you will recommend Ii toothers. It Is a
lureHiasdriet uteand can not fall. AddnaM. Tha
Lhurch Kidney Cure Company, No. 406 Fourth.
Avenue, New York City,
V. John Will, Helta

h
shape and with some
lumber build a frame for them to worfc
In; over them arrange a top, and then
build on a small box. hinglag it and
half-Inc-

placing a hasp, or If necessary a lock
on It. This small box should be divided
into small compartments with spaces
at the back for small tools. The drawers may be arranged to suit the tools
or the nails and screws that are to go
Into tbem.

Pictorial Rumor
now She Squelched film.

Hart Head Ilia Verdict.

Her Common.

"The habit,' quoted the young man
vest,
with the
'oft proclaims the mail."
the young lady
"But." suggested
with the lofty brow. "It doesn't always
use a megaphone to do Its proclaiming, does It?"
Wincing under her sarcasm, he buttoned up his coat tightly across tho
attending garment, yet could not altogether silence It.

Henry Muggins!" exclaimed
He was a howling balloon of the
his wife, at 3 a. m "Where on earth Metropolitan club, and went too far.
have yon been all this night? '
This is what he wrote ner:
"At home, m' dear," asserted Mr.
"It Is with the greatest difficulty that
Muggins, observing with curious inI have resisted the temptation to reterest the gyrations of the hall tree.
spond to your frequent and pressing
"At home? Why, you haven't been invitations to call on you at your
near the house since supper."
home, and I feel that I shall not long
"Zhat's all riV was the strenuous be able to withstand them."
e
response. "I wash wltzln ahignal
And she replied:
all evenin jush' shame!"
"I do not feel that I ought to add
to your burdenB. but If you should
"John

dlsh-tanc-

,

succumb so far as to call, mamma will
be delighted to see you."
"There," said she, as Bhe splashed
the mauve wax un the back and
stamped it with her cuff button,
d
"when that pricks through his
conceit he will not be able to
sail around the Washington monument
and back to the club In thirty minutes
without stopping to pump up his
tires." Washington Post.

THE COLOR HE LIKED.

BEAUTIFUL GHSLOREN

Accused of Murder.
Florence Burns, accused of the rattr
der of Walter S. Brooks at New York
on the night of Feb. 14, was ar'ralgne.
Inst week.
John Earl, night clerk M the Gler
Island Hotel, could not positively Idcn
tify the young woman as tae compan
Ion of Walter S. Brooks on the nigh
He said that Brooki
of the murder.
and a woman entered the hotel a
about 9:45 on the night of Feb. 14
The woman, be testified, looked verj
much like Miss Burns.
He testified that Brooks registered
M "J. Wilson and wife," and had hlret
a room, one of the cheapest In th
house. He rang a bell and told Georgt
Washington, the negro bellboy
tf
show the coupie to room No. 12 on th
third floor.
About an hour later, he said, hli
annunciator registered a call frotr
room No. 12, upon answering wr.lcl

Hade Well and Strong by

in
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.31

He

Win'l

na.

Mrs. Schafer, 430 Pop" Ave., St. Louis,
Mo., writes:
"In the earl v part of last year I wrote
to yon for advice for my daughter Alice,
four years of afre.
" She has been a puny, sickly, ailing
child since her birth. She had convulsions and catarrhal fever. I was always
doctoring until we commenced to ose
Peruna. She grew strong and well.
Peruna Is a wonderful tonic; the best
medicine 1 have ever used." Mrs

Schafer.

Mrs. C. E. Long, the mother of little
Mlna Long, writes from Atwood, Colo.,
as follows:
" We can never thank you enough for
the change you have made in our little
one's health. Before she began taking
your Peruna she suffered everything in
the way of cough, colds and croup, nut
now she has taken not quite a bottle of
Peruna, and la well and strong as sue.
has ever been in her life. the In
not had the croup once since she
began taking Peruna, and when she

thick-skinne-

sssssssssssssaaa

Pe-ru--

aM

Thankful.

"Aren't you glad you are living In
this age of invention?" exclaimed the
thin man with the wart on nis nose.
"Can't say I am," repl'ed the
man. "You see, I married a
widow, and she's got a phonograph
that she is forever having grind out
records that her first husband made!"
bald-heade- d

A

Critic.

"What are you going to paint on
white canvas, may
this dazzling
ask?"
"That is a finished painting, miss. It
is entitled The Snow Storm. "
"Why, so it Is! How stupid of me!
Isn't It beautiful?"
1

Truth

anrt Eccentricity.

suppose Jane Porter Is
person in town.
Why, I verily believe she would tell
the truth about even her age.
Mrs. Pike That wouldn't be truthfulness; it would simply be eccentricity.
Mrs. Hunt

I

the most truthful

"Say, Sam, what color pecketbook does yo' like bes'?"
Sam I'se not so partlc lar bout de outside, so it's got green on de inside.
Too Long

head. The woman had gone.
George Washington, the bellboy a
the Glen Island Hotel, declared witt
great assurance that the prisoner at tht
bar was the woman who accompanlet
Brooks to room No. 12 of the Gler
Island Hotel on the eventful night.
The woman denies her guilt, an.
further evidence must be forthcominf
if the authorities hope to prove he:
the murderess.

FOR SAFETY.

to Walt.

Tess Miss Brusk didn't hesitate to
give his age as her reason for refusing Old Munnybags.
Jess Told blm to his face he was
too old, eh?
He swore he
Tess Not at all.
"would love and cherish her till death,"
and she told him he was too young.
What's In a Name?
The German emperor wan s his new
yacht named Meteor."
"Then why not tall it the Wiener-

I'rtctlcal Demonttratlftn.

I notice you uave been aswith that young bard of
late. Have you learned anything about

Roderick

sociating

poetry?

Van Albert Oh, a little. Since he
borrowed that X I understand what
the true poetic touch is.

n

Itltcou raffing.
Chollle I stood on the corner this
morning, and of all the hundreds of
women that went by I didn't Bee more
than three that I would marry.
Dolly And I suppose the number
that would many you was a rood deal
smaller still.

Carnegie in Costume;
He I understand he's going to ma rry her, : fter all.
She What made him change bis mind?
He Her father promised to take her away from the cooking schooT.

has a little cold a few doses
of Peruna fixes her out all
r ght. We can never praise it
enough " Mrs. C. E. Long.
Mrs. G. W. Heard, of
Howth, Texas, writes to Dr.
Hartman in regard to her baby girl,
Ruth:
"My little girl had some derangement of the Bowels. She was a mere
skeleton and we did not think she
would ever get well. After giving
her less than one bottle of Peruna
she was sound and we I. Now she hat
a good appetite and Is a picture of
health. "
Mrs. Heard also writes in regard to
her son, Carl :
"My son's ears bad been affected
since he was a babe only a few months
old. The last year I thought he had
almost lost his hearing and had a
local physician treating him tor about
six weeks. Finally I began giving him
your remedy, and after he had taken
two bottles he was entirely cured, i
cannot pralss Peruna enough," Mrs.
Q. W. Heard.
If you do not receive prompt and satisfactory results from tho use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case, ant he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad
vi e gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman. President of
The Hart.rp.r 'nnitarium, Columbus. O.

DON'T STOP
TOBACCO
system to
the

Suddenly.

It injures

Plnchon Steele Please, kind lady,
won't yer help a poor teller wat's jist
gittln' 'round agen a'ter beln' confined
to de house fur a year?
Mrs. GoodBole Here, poor man, take
this quarter, and what was your trouble? Rheumatism?
Plnchon Steele No'm. It was a bad
attack o' kleptomania.

Ilia Taste I'ncertaln.

1

of my leg."
Ills Idea or Friendship.
destroy your enemies," said the man with a gentle
nature, "Is to make them your
beBt way to

"Yes," answered

thoughtfully,

Parson How did you like my sermon this morning?
Miss Fidget
rate. I always liked trial sermon.

"but

Senator Sorghum
sometimes
that

costB a heap of money."

Place and Greatness.
fallod to Catch the Tub.
paid $2& to get Into that volJoe
professor in an old Pennsylvania
In ume of "Great Americans."
college was conducting a review
Billy Well?"
g
youth he
Latin. Of a
Joe All I .got was half a column
asked the question: "What construcalongside of a man who is the most
tion is at the top of page 12?"
"I don't know," was tae prompt re- notorious humbug in our country.
A

1

sleepy-lookin-

ply.

"Why tot?" thundeied the professor.
have been harping on that construction all term. "
"I know you have, professor," was
haven't caught
the soft reply', "but
the tune yet."
"1

1

-

La Crosse. Wis.

Meek and Neck.
Maud (at the reception) Poor dear
Miss Pslllmmln Is the scrawniest girl

here. Isn't she?
Mabel J don't know. It's neck and
neck between her and Fan Billlwlnk.

Trz-jopr-

n

Ben rd less Barley

la piodlgailj prolt.io, ihM-ft.i- t
iii 1001 tor Hi. Will.,
Orle4.ua Co., New York, lW
buatlapar acre. Dot)! well
ry
ere where. That

pay.
20th Century Oats.
The oat

This photograph shows the million
aire's favorite dress.

.. for Mariners.
A i
The fiction of the mysterious loadstone mouutain which drew the nal,"
out of ships that approached near
enough, has u certain foundation in
Stops the Cough and
fact, says the Steele, only the fact har
Works Oft tbo Cold
Laxative
Brumotu'iiiniue Tablets. Price -- Zc.
On the coast
suffered by expansion.
of Norway, near Joedern, there Is a
Dollle My mamma makes Fldo sit up
of
sand dune of nearly
and beg for his breakfast. Mamie Oh,
a milr In length. The Band Is mixed my mamma makes my napa do that
with particles of loadstone, and when every day.
a ship comes In the vicinity the comUn. Wlnalow'e BooUiIdk Bymr- pass becomes Irregular, and the ven for children
teeiiifnic wifterw. the umi, reduce. Itr
Uisty Daia. curt:. wiuil colic aucauoMi
sel is entangled in a kind of whirlpool
and thrown ashore.
At I'lcvuii. Kan., a "Joint" keeper cornered the Itev. W. H. HuiiKton lu the
Confederate Mossy In Cuba.
postotBce and Informed the revereiitl
It bus Just leaked out that our troop- Kciith-iiitiHun lie must take a lickiiie;
ers from the South expended Coiifedefi mi ace unit of a temperuuee serinou
ate notes freely In Cuba during tin which he hud preached the duy before.
n
war. This trick wa "All iiu Iii." responded the pursoii cheeroriginated by young men of the South fully, and two minutes later the frieuCs
em States, lu whose homes sundry of the "Joint" keeper were taking hlru
for the
trunkfuls of "Jeff Davis's money" had down to the butcher shop pan
of beai-tlfof beefsteak to a
been lying Idle for some thlrty-thrblack eyes.
yews. Tb Cubans weer easy victims.
three-quarte-

et

SliO

Balaer'a

mwwat

aiU

That pijt,
Three
Earud Corn,
KM to 160 lu. pr avre, te
ma- iiromdr ..otlublr if

out iirlcceorooiD. fulcer'a
iila product everT where.
T

Marvel Wheat
l.

!'

ii

- J h t a it iae Tsar
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pr
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Spelti.

Greeteei
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earth

That
Victoria Rape

tnaku U poaalhie t grew
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Bromui Inermla.
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Why, he eats out of my

hand."
"I don't doubt it." replied Burroughs,
dubiously, "but what am afraid of Is
that he might take a notion to eat out

of the Curiou3
on Exhibition.
One of the birds exhibited at the
eportMiiien's show of the International
Forest, Fish iirul (lame Association, ,it
the Collsenm, has It in its power to
do soiiietiiini: at n moments'
notice
any wealths ornithologist Iii ;br world
money
would give a large stun of
to
see. Some few men have sen the
bird do the thing without paying any
admission fee, but the records of the
creature's act may be counted ou the
lingers of one hand.
The bird In Tenininck's lingopun, a
species of plieiisiiut.
Its benitly of
plumage is beyond comparison
with
anything in art ami is rivaled lu its
varied hues only by the feathers of the
peacock untl the Argus pheasant. The
tragopan bus rolled under its pflin like
n tucked-ubib on n child, a feather
apron. In the bird's normal condition
this rolled apron practlcitlly is Invls.
ble. nothing showing except n faintly
defined line that seems to lie drawn
across the raised surfaee tit Hie throat.
On rare occasions the tragopan raises
Its head, struts a little proudly anil
then unrolls Its apron of feathers until it covers the bird's entire trout.
A Specimen

"Pooh!" said Daisy, scornfully, "the
idea of your being afraid of a poor old

friends."

BACO-CUR-

A BIRD WITH AN APRON.

Grocery Repartee.
"If I had an engagement with you,"
said the clerk, "it would be this."
And he gently placed a date with a
peach.
"No," answered the pretty cashier,
"it would be like this."
And she laid the date beside the
case of canned lobsters.

"The

Use

It will tell you when

.

Confining--

house dog!

do so.

nervous

to stop as it takes away the desire for tobacco.
You have no right to ruin your health, spoil your digestion and poison
your breath by using the filthy weed. A guarantee in each box. Price
$1.00 per box, or three boxes for 2.50, with guarantee to cure or
money refunded. At all good Druggists or direct from us. Write for free booklet.
;nd

EUREKA CHEMICAL CO..

HAD HEARD IT BEFORE.

"I suppose strong drink brought you
here," said the prison missionary.
"it wuz sometbtn' stronger dan dat."
replied Thirsty Thingumbob; "It wuz
sl cops an' a patrol wagon."

a.

r.

Why should he call it that?"
Because It's meatier, lBn't
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"Eh!

Muscular Furee

Pe-ru-n-

a

"Why?

One- - Bided.

Doctor's Little Daughter
Cured of Grip by

I

wurst?"

Jack Potts "My wife always complains about my losses at poker."
Bob Flush "But lBn't she. correspondingly glad over your winnings?"
Jack Potts "I suppose sne would
be If I should tell her of them."

A

Dr. R. Bobbins, Physician and Surgeon of Muskogee, Indian Ter. , writes:
" I have been a practicing physician
for a good many years and was always
slow to take hold of patent medicines,
bat this winter my little girl and myself were taken with the grip. I was so
Futrrt lira a V zlers.
bad I was not able to sit up. I sent for
Of the latest L'OO grand viziers
a doctor, but he did me no good.
" Finally I sent and got a bottle of
Sultan of Turkey not more than twen
says a French statistician Peruna and commenced to take it. I
two bottles and my cough was
have died naturally. One hundred o took
gone and my lungs loosened up and my
tliein. be asserts, were poisoned, ant head became clear. My little girl
took
thirty- - six of the others were tither be the same way.
headed of drowned in the Bosphorus
"It looked as though she would die,
Of the remaining forty he hai not beer she was so sick, i gsve her medicine,
able to find any trace, but from the si but It seemed to do her little good, so
lence of Turkish historians on the sub I sent and got one more bottle of Peect he concludes that their end wai runa and commenced to give It to her.
One of the viziers wai It was only a short time until she was
not happy.
only four hours In office, and anothei getting along all right, so I give your
medicine, Peruna, the praise
what
occupied the
for only ten min It did tor me and my dear littlefor
daughutes. being strangled at the end o ter." Dr. R. Rohhlns.
that time.
"" (,

'

It"

the bellboy noted the odor of gas li
the hallway and reported the fact t
him. He sent the boy to lnvesttgati
and the boy found the body of Brooks
who had been shot in the back of th

r

ear
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WELL WORTH 8EEING
One of the most Intprostlti!? exhibit
srt .u,sr the mnjn( all kind at thn Ixiuisl-sn- n
Putvhnse Exposition In St. Louit Is
that of tho Winchester Repenting Anna
Company, of New IJaven, Conn., manufacturers of repeating rifles and shotguns
and all kinds of ammunition. The exhibit
wan In readiness and was opened on the
first day of tho fair, a fact that clearly
Illustrates the enterprise and
methods of the company behind It. It la
tho aim of the Winchester Kenontinir Arms
Company to show at their exhibit the high,
aeTeiopmeni wnicn iney nave reamed in
the making of fruns ana ammunition, and
one needs only to see the exhibit to realize
how near to perfection that development
has come. There can bo soon tho new automatic repeating rifle, all kinds of shotguns,
the modern smokeless powder shotgen
ahells and rifle cartridges In fact everything that can interest the devotees of
hunting and trap and target shooting.
Don't fall to see the exhibit at 'he Manufacturers and Fish and Game Buildings.
It's well worth your while.
"Cheer up." snid the nurse, "It'e
triplets"
'That's odd rjroaiisd the
happy father.

THE WEAK 8POT.

AN ALPHABETICAL

PHOTOGRAPH.

A weak,

nchlng back tell of sick
kidneys.
It aches when you work.
It achea when you try to rest.
It

throbs

in

change-abl-

o

weather.
Urinary troubles

Qdd to your mis
ery. No rest, no
comfort, until the

Kidneys

are

J

One Woman's Eloquent Word Painting
of Her Husbaru'.
This woman composed the following vocabulary to express the character of a husband, from her own experience, and which proves how copious
our language Is on that article: He Is,
said she, an abhorred, abominable,
acrimonious, angry, arrogant, austere,

well. Cure them awkward, barbarous, bitter, blustering,
Witt Moan's Kidboisterous, boorish, brawling, brutal,
ney Pills.
bullying, capricious, captious, careless,
Mrs. W. M. DM choleric, churlish, clamorons, contutcher, of 26 Wa- melious, crabbed, cross, currish, deter St.. Bradford, testable, .I'sagreeable,
Pa., says: "I had disgusting, dismal, dreadful, drowsy,
an almost con dry, dull, envious, execrable, fastiditinuous pain In the small of the back. ' ous, fierce, fretful, froward. frumpish,
My ankles, feet, hands and almost my furlotiB. grating, gross, growling, gruff,
whole body were bloated. I was lan- - grumbling,
hasty, hateguld and the kidney secretions were ful, hectoring, horrid, huffish, humor-somprofuse.
Physicians told me I had
illiberal,
Implacable,
diabetes In its worst form, and I fear- inattentive. Incorrigle. inflexible. InjuThe Albany, Denver.
Under new management. Newly ed I would never recover. Doan's Kid- rious, Insolvent, Intractable, Irascible,
furnished. Table maintained on high- ney Pills cured me In 1896, and 1 have Ireful, jealous, keen, loathsome, magot-ty- ,
est plane of excellence.
Popular1
been well ever Blnce."
malevolent, malicious, malignant,
prices. Headquarters for mining men,
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidmaundering, mischievous,
morose,
stockmen and merchants. Havo your ney medicine which fhired Mrs.
murmuring, nauseous, nefarious, neglimail addressed care of "The Albany."
will be mailed to any part of the gent, noisy, obstinate, obBtreperous,
Take Seventeenth street car at Union United States.
Address
odious, offensive, opinionated, oppresdepot.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Sold by all sive,
outrageous, overbearing, passionBiggs Puffkins regards himself as dealers, price 60 cents per box.
ate, peevish, pervlcacious. perverse,
the one man in a thousand. Diggs Is
thnt all? I thought he regarded hlm-ae- lf
perplexing, pettish, petulant, plaguy,
as the other IM.
quarrelsome, queasy, queer, raging,
Treatment of Leprosy.
restless, rigid, rigorous, roaring, rough,
It It Not Worth While
Captain
R.
of
Indian
E.
the
Rost
you
If
travel, on business or pleasure,
rude, rugged, saucy, savage, severe,
to get the best service for the lowest medical service has succeeded In cul- sharp, shocking, sluggish, snappish,
rates? Ask the Erie Railroad Com- tivating the "occcillus of leprosy, ac- snarling, sneaking, sour, spiteful, splepany, BBS Railway Exchange, Chicago,
for full Information. Booklets free de- cording to dispatches from Rangoon, netic, squeamish, stern, stubborn,
scribing Summer Tours and the Beau Burmah. says a Times Bpeclal from stupid, sulky, sullen, surly, suspicious,
London. He has made a substance tantalizing, tart, teasing, terrible,
tiful Chautauqua Lake Region;
from the culture which he calls lepro-lln- , testy, tiresome, tormenting, touchy,
Cambridge Springs.
and which, Injected Into lepers, treacherous, troublesome, turbulent,
The I.ndy Aren't you ashamed to
marked beneficial action, alleviat tyrannical, uncomfortable, unpleasant,
waste your time doing nothing? The has
Hoho Me toim ain't woth nothln', ing the symptoms of the disease.
nnsultable, uppish, vexatious, violent,
lady, so when I Hin t doln' nothin' I
The method of growing the bacclllua virulent,
waspish, worrying, wrangling,
aln t Wastln1 nothln', see?
is to extract the salts from the nutriwrathful, yelping dog in a manger,
Even laziness is hnrd work la you ent media and Captain Rost haB di
try too hard not to do anytihng.
covered that the baccillus will not grow who neither eats himself nor will let
presence of the salt. In order others eat From the leaf of a book
in
Tou never hear any one complain to the
such nutrient media he (Us published in 1810.
make
is
none
about "Detiance Starch." There
to equal It in quality and quantity, 18 tills beef extract soaked in pumlec
of superheated
ounceH, 10 cents. Try It now and save stone in a current
GIRL WAS UP TO DATE.
your money.
steam and obtains a medium In which
also,
leprosy,
and,
of
the baccillus
that
Tile Incubator relieves the old hen of of
tuberculosis, grows with the great- Her Engagement Symbol There, but
a lot of responsibility.
Not Visible.
est ease.
"So you're really engaged, Minnie,"
Over 100 cases of leprosy are being
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
irltta LOCAL APPLICATIONS, m they cannot reach treated in Burmah by injections of said the two dear friends who had
tbe reat of the dlsfase. Catarrh Is s bluod or
disease, and In order to cure It you must take this substance, and the treatment is just been announced by the butler.
also being tried in thirty places in In- "We would have come over to conIntcrnttl remedies,
Haifa Catarrh Cure ll taken Internally, and ai'la directly on the blood and mucoui dia.
Already four cases have been re- gratulate you last night,
lurraces. Hall's Catarrh Cure la not a quack
but we unported cured, and in the great major
Itwas prescribed by one of the beat physicians
- a regular prescription,
yean
thllcountry
aud
for
ity of those under treatment the lav derstood, of courBe, that Jim would
In
la composed of the best tonics known, combined
be here. Let's see the ring."
with the best hhtod purifiers, actlnti directly on the provement is said to be marked.
"There iBn't any ring," answered
niucoua surface. The perfect combination of the
two tnirredlenta Is what produces siicn wonderful
Minnie.
"Engagement rings are as
In curing catarrh. 8end for testimonials, free.
on
Cotton.
Photographs
F. .1. CHENEY ft CO., l'ropa., Toledo, O.
much out of date as congress gaitSold by DruKiflsta. price 7V
A man in Maine has recently com ers. But wait a minute and I'll show
Take Hall's Family Fills for constipation.
pleted a process for photography Is you."
A
party question "What shall I Indelible ink on cotton cloth. The pro-After a temporary seclusion she
wear?
cess Is said to be exceedingly simple, came forth with a fine solitaire set In
i
Plso's Cure s the best medicine fp ever used the sensitizing, toning and sizing be- a gold garter buckle. Her friends exfor all uffectlons of the throut und lungs. Wat. ing done at the same time with one amined it.
O. Ehdslkt, Vanburcn, Ind., Feb. 10, 1C00.
"Magnificent," was their comment
solution. The sensitizing medium will
On the door of success, as on many keep for a long time unless exposed to "but I can't imagine a man having
"
another door, are two words, "Push the light. When the sensitized cloth the er nerve
and pull." Try both.
Is exposed to the light in a pointing
"Well, you know Jim. He detests
frame only a few seconds of sunlight the commonplace.
cured. Ite, fits or nervousness after
fnysa permanently
He told me he
use of Dr. Kline's Great Nerve K jtor- fllw hrstforday's
required to print the outlines of would give me
FHEE .S.OO trial bottle and treaties, are
the usual solitaire ring
K,L BSend
H. gust, Ltd., Ml Arch Street, rhlladslpbia, Pm
the image, which develops fully to a get-uIf I wished, but advised meto
vigorous print In clear water. The
At fifty a man lias forgotten about color Is solid engraving black but by make a few inquiries at the jeweler's
twenty.
he
knew
things
at
the
half
a simple toning process before the first. I did. Engagement rings are
Defiance Starch Is guaranteed biggest prints are dried can be changed te a still worn, of course, by girls who
II warm brown, black or sepia. These like to make a show of their sentiand best or money refunded.
ounces, 10 cents. Try it now.
colors are fast and will stand washing ment, but they are no longer In vogue.
with soap.
They have been supplanted with heart
Marriage is the pottery In rhich
pendants with the chain welded
family jars are matte.
A cat near Dusseldorf In Germany, around the neck and never to come
drove a sitting hen from her nest. Bat off; also by armlets, which the beon the eggs and hatched them, and is loved locks
and carries the key on
now caring for the young brood. Fossi-blA Large Trial Box and book of In
his watch chain.
Oh, there are any
pussy
In
poultry
has
started
the
Itructlons absolutely Free and Postnumber of ideas, but the garter
Is
business
spring
she
fond
of
because
prove
enough
to
paid,
the value of chicken.
buckle pleased me best. Besides, I'm
going to get the mate to it when
we're well, you know."
Paxtlne Is In powder
BACK LICK
form to dissolve In
wster
and far superior to liquid
The Homesick Consul's Fourth.
8ettled the Case With Her.
antiseptics containing
One of the big city department
alcohol which Irritates
Many
great
been
discoveries have
Inflamed surfaces, and
stores recently received an order from
have no cleansing propmade by accident and things better Central
America that held a suggeserties. The contents
than gold mines have been found in tion of pathos.
of every box makes
Its sender was a
more Antiseptic Soluway, for example when even the
this
United Stetes consul and he took the
longer
lasts
tion
goes furtherhas more accidental discovery that coffee is the mall order department of the big store
uses In the family and real cause of one's .Sickness proves of
Into his confidence.
He and his wife
does more good t hen sny
most tremendous value because It lo- vere homesick, and they had decided
antiseptic prcparaUon
you can buy.
cates the cause and the person has to give an "At home" on the Fourth
The formula of a noted Boston physician, then a chance to get well.
of July that would show the native
"For over 26 years," 3ays a Missouri aristocracy and other foreign consul"
and used with great success as a Vaginal
woman, "I suffered untold agonies In just how such things are done in
Wash, for Leucorrhota, Pelvic Catarrh, Nasal
the
Catarrh, Sore Throat, Sore Eyes, Cuts, my stomach and even the best phy- States.
withas
disagreed
cause
sicians
to
the
and all soreness of mucus membrane.
Among other things ordered were
out giving me any permanent help,
paper napkin- - with United States
In local treatment of female ills Paxtlne Is
was
gastritis,
ones
saying
it
different
Used as a Vaginal Wash we
Invaluable.
flags on tbem, paper cases In red,
challenge the world to produce Its equal for Indigestion,
neuralgia, etc., so I
thoroughness.
Itisarevolatlonin cleansing dragged along from year to year, al- white and blue for holding bonbons,
etc., plenty of fire
and healing power; It kills all germs which ways
candles
half sick, until finally I gave up galore, boxes of fancycrackers,
cause inflammation and discharges.
crackers. The
All leading druggist keep Paxtlne; price, 60c. all hopes of ever being well again.
ended with this injunction:
abox; If yoursdoea not, send to usfor It. Don't
"When taking dinner with a friend order
there U nothing like Pax tine.
take a substitute
"My wife says to
Btire and send
one day she said she had a new drink us some of the newestbe favors
Write for the Free Uox of Paxtlne
for decoB. PAXTON CO 5 Pope Bldg., Boston, Mass
which turned oat to be Postum and rating
the table some of the same
I liked it so well I told her I thought
sort that women up north are using
THE MISY FLY KILLER
I would stop coffee for awhile and use
this year, like candy fire crackers tied
him
in dining rix.m, ur pm room ami pi metIt, which I did.
nim are
with ribbons, etc."
Clean, neat
"So for three months we had Posand ail) nol aol or
Injur,- aii.vtlilirat
In place of coffee without ever
tum
Try than ones and
Praise of Homely Women.
you will ncvar ba having one of my old spells but was
without them. Ifnot
Prate not of pretty girls to me,
always healthy and vigorous.
k
hy tlealcTt.aanl
Of ruby lips and dreamy eyes.
prepaid fur XOc.
"Husband kept saying he was con- That beauty cannot cease to be
MAKOLD HOaKLU,
14 ft a alt) Ataaaa,
ever fresh and sweet surprise;
vinced It was coffee that caused those I An
IWkJj., X. I ,
case not tho' her face be fulr,
spells, but even then I wouldn't beAnd framed ns in a wreath of curls-F- or
pretty maids 1 do not care:
lieve It until one day we got out of
I sing the pruise of homely girls.
Postum and as we lived two miles
from tqwn I thought to use the coffee I sins; of her whose nose Is pug.
Though even to the side 'tis tipped.
we had In the house.
Whose figure's like old Omar's Jug
Which mourned the Potter's hand had
"The result of a week's use of coffee again was that I had another ter- And slipped:
say you that she squints a bit?
rible spell of agony and distress, provWhat odds? And In her speaking halts?
girls who squint possess the wit
Nay,
ing that it was the coffee and nothing
To squint a man's moat glaring faults,
else. That settled it and I said good
bye to Coffee forever and since then A dainty, slender foot, no doubt.
It .leasing, when all's said and done.
Postum alone has been our hot meal- But
husbands later find it out
aynitMriiUALiir
That larger feet are beat to run
drink.
time
ALWAYS RELIABLE
little errands, fetch their shoes
"My friends all say I am looking Their
bar or direct from Factory, Peoria, ill.
When home they come at day's demise.
dainty
feet possess no wings
For
my
complexion la
worlds better and
girls are for the wise.
k sou. .;... Mi FOB TUB
All the other memmuch improvod.
cheek hus fears
bers of our family have been benefit- The pearly, peach-blo-spoil
Its lovely tint,
Lest cooking
ed, too, by Postum in place of the old Cerulean
eyes dare shed no tears,
Mads of hsavy drill. Fine Madras, Fandrink, coffee." Name given by Postum
Or show of sympathy a hint;
cy Parcale and Plain and Fancy FlanThe hand of Venus smooths no brow.
In body, long sleeves, made Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
nels.
Unless it be a Duke's or Earl's
Ten days trial of Postum In place of
right In every way.
If your daalar
so when you would choose a frau
cannot furnish this brand, writ to ua. coffee or tea Is the wise thing for Ana
Do not neglect the homely girls.
ALLIEN
William Wallace Whlteluck in PhilaHKK. CO
nil UOWK, IJenvvr, Colo.
every coffee drinker. Such a trial
delphia Preas.
tells the exact truth often where cofW. N. U
DENVER. NO. 80. 1H04. fee Is not suspected.
Uncle Sam's Rolling Stock.
Uncle Sam's passenger rolling stock
Look
pkg.
in
each
for
the
famous
Whan Answering Advertisements
little book, "The Road to Wellvtlle." would mike a solid train 600 mllss
Kindly Mention Thia Paper.

World's Largest Tortoise.
The Zoological gardens in London
have lately become the home of a tortoise Imported from the Island of Mauritius which weighs 600 pounds tnd
measures four feet seven Inches from
head to tall. It was purchased from a
family In Mauritius who vouched for
having It in their possession for 150
years. Experts who have examined It
think Its age nearer 300 thau 2u0 years,
and It seems to be not more than In its
prime.
A tortol.e still larger than this one
was given to the Natural History museum by the same person. It wighed
870 pounds when It died, and as It was
known to be not much more than 80
years old, It Is to be supposed that Its
weight would have continued to Increase with advancing years.
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Aperfecl Remedy

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
WoriTiS .Convulsions .Fevensh-nes-s
and Loss OF SLEEP.
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There arc but'nro kinds of
starch. Defiance Starch, which
is the best starch roads and the
rest. Other starches contain chemicals,
which work harm to the clothes.
rot them and cause them to
break. Defiance is absolute- -

Eg
SM

Mistress Did the fisherman who
stopped here this morning have frogs'
legs? Nora Sure, mum, I dlnnaw. He
wore panls.
Insist on Getting It.
Some grocers say they don't keep
Defiance Starch. This Is because they
have a stock on hand of other brands
containing only 12 os In a package,
which they won't be able to cell first,
because Defiance contains 16 oz. for
the same money.
Do you want 16 oz. Instead of 12 os.
for same money? Then buy Defiance
Starch. Requires no cooking.

'ifjSgik

r

'f vr-- vanf to have a thing well
done tell the cook you'd like It rare.
Every housekeeper should know
that if they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, becauso It
never sticks to the Iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up in
ages, and the price Ib the same, 10
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch Is free from all injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you a
package it Is because he has
a stock on hand which he wishes to

y

It

pure.

guaranteed

is

perfectly satisfactory or money
The proof is in the doing
back.
1 6
ounces for io
and Defiance does.
Your grocer sells it.
cents.
nraji- -

.
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dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package in large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand
Defiance and save much time and
money and the annoyance of the Iron
sticking. Defiance never sticks.
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"What did you think of my speech?" DENVER
SA0TRY
asked the orator. "It was beautiful,"
Bald the young woman. "It made me a.rtmtlutelr pur-'or our ,m Premium T.lt.
think of my commencement essay."
.tha OajTMrlte soup Mfic- I'nuwny. Denver.
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St. Louis and Return, $17.25, via
Hereford and Shorthorn Bulls
Union Pacific.
B')lh reiftatursi and I'ttfli grud
al
ralvasf.irasle. Alttraaaj THE VTKSTIBN
A. J. Holljas I.
Tickets to St. Ixuis and return at
is. Manthe low rate of $17.25 will be on sale ager, Union Ktoc. Yarda, lenver. Onlnradu.
from Denver. Colorado Springs or Pueblo. July 9th, 16th and 23d, good for Howard E. Burton.
A;&t"nd
Oold
r.
"'!. $1 u,,!d
return within fifteen days. The same Specimen prices.
BOc; zinc or copper. 91. Ojrsulds is.tt.
(iola,
or a similarly low rate ticket will be Malllnjt enTeloitesand full price llatsent oa sptll- n
LeatU- on sale from all points.
sit .ii Control and Umpire work
Ask your ticket agent for the exnet aills, Colo. Reference UerbontUu Nat'l Buns.
rate, or write me for full Information.
Be sure to ask the agent for ticket
via Union Pacific.
stamp for
Write me enclosing
World's Fair Guide. E. R. GRIFFIN,
General Agent. 941 17th St., Denver.
1
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that while he

Do You Want

either

or round-triexcursion,
to any point east of Chicago or SL
Louis? Ask the Erie Railroad Company, 655 Railway Exchange, Chicago,
for complete Information. Three fast
trains dally from Chicago and 8t.
Louis through to New York, Boston,
Buffalo, Pittsburgh and other eastern
points. Stop-ove- r
without charge at
Niagara Falls, Cambridge Springs and
Beautiful Chautauqua Lake.
A

one-wa-

married man can

bachelor
ing.

n

Uve on less than
If his wife takes in wash-

The Hstrenbeok Animal Paradise and Trained
Animal Circus on tbe Pike at St. Louis attrac s
great crowds every day. There are wild beast,
lions, leopards, pumas, hyenas, bears and irgers
roaming in their native Jungle together with
domubticated animals in perfect harmony. The
Hagenoack trainers present the most thrilling
performances of perfect anlmul training dally
In the steel cage of the huge arena. You should
not tail to see it It is the greatest attraction
at tbu World's Kair.

Beware of keyholes.
It was Eve's
dropping; that caused Adam's downfall.
More Flexible and Lasting,

won't shake out or blow out; by using
Defiance Btaroh you obtain better results than possible with any other
brand and one third mors lor same
money.
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Pentl for our free catalogue of wnliJitw and
liarntfu. Loweat prices In Uie U. 8. The Fred'
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he is not ho bad off as his
neighbor, who is Owen Moore.
In debt
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one box I can only say they have done
more for me than expected as I feel
as well now as ever I did before."
Pain in the back is one of the first
symptoms of Kidney disease.
If not
cured by Dodd's Kidney Pills it may
develop into Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Rheumatism or some of the
other deadly forms of Kidney Disease.

S.AJT

AW

of

KotUarcotic.

Y. Petermn, Justice of the
Peace for Oconto Co., has delivered
a judgment that Is of Interest to the
whole United States. Put briefly, that
judgment is, "Dodd's Kidney Pills are
the best Kidney medicine on the mar-

And Mr. Peterson gives his reason
"Last
for this judgment. He says:
winter I had an aching pain in my
back which troubled me very much.
I the morning I could hardly straighten my back. I did not know what it
was but an advertisement led me to
try Dodd' Kidney Pills. After taking

AA

Bears the'

of

Promotes Digcalion.Cheerfut-nes- s
and Rest.Conlains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
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Always Bought
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Living Confederate Generals.
authoritative list of the surviv-

ing generals of the Southern Confederacy Is furnished by General Marcus
J. Wright, a Confederate veteran em- ployed by the War Department. All
the full rank generals had died In 1893
when Beauregard passed away. There
are now four surviving lieutenant generals Simon B. Buckner, Stephen D.
Lee. Alexander P. Stewart and JoBeph
Wheeler. Of major generals there are
eleven and of brigadier generals fifty-onThe surviving staff officers of tho
f
Confederacy shrunk
In number during the past decade and their
disappearance has now become very
rapid.

The Kind You Have

CAST
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PHOTu STOCK CO.,

Champa, Denver, will develop and fliilsh plo-l- u
Fverv fifth m der of 1 do. developed free.

e.

NEW HOMES
..Oxford Hotel..
lenvr.
IN THE WEST
One blocs fr"Ti tfnlnn Itopot.
0. U. MORHC. Mgr.

Almost a half million acres of the fertile and
lands of the Kosebud Indian Reservation, in South Dakota, will be thrown open
lo settlement by the Government in July. These
lands are best reached by the Chicago & Northwestern Hallway's direct through lines from
Chicago to Boueateel. H. D. All agents sell
tickets via this line. Special low rates.

HOW TO GET
A HOME
Send for a copy of pamphlet glvlug full lnforma.
tlrn as to dates of opening and how to secure 100
acres of land at nominal cost, with full description of tbe soil, climate, timber and mlueral
resources, towns, schools Gnt churches, opportunities for business opeulngs, railway rates,
etc., fres on application.
W. B. KNISKIRN,
Passenger 'I rattle Manager,
CH1CAUO. ILL.
kws)

BEGGS' BLOOD PURIFIER
CURES catarrh ot tbe stomach.

The Colorado Tent
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Awning Co.

Hwlnsn. Canop Furniture. Lrgel OoOon
Houan In the West. Write lor IlluHraied
Catalogue,
reaver. Colo.
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E. E. BURL1NGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFRCELABORATORV
Established in Colorado, 1866, SamDtea bv mailos
express will receive prompt end careful attention
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Hawk nt rived from Fui-rKfjHueKiPnoN
Territory this week
Tiidian
H4tm0V
upend
will
tho balance of the
and
Weakly, per jrir
f 1.E0
snmtner.
76
Jfoakly, nix months
A. M. Ewintf was down from the
J?
40
three mouths
Jayhawk Momlay, for the first
time in two or three montlis.
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Mrs. Batella Finder met with h

hus moved

in El i.n belli

'ltem sreTiHikin
tcvu, toJajr.

I'UBUBHER

1

DBAUEBH

serious accidenj Wednesday. She
had been up to South Fork and
was returning, when arriving at
the I'laceta two men on hotse
back came riding up at a high
speed and ventured to pass with
out cheeking the speei of their
horses which frightened Mrs.
Tinder's team causing them to
run and soon be beyoOd her control, she was thrown from the
wagon and badly bruiser!, also
cut about the head. She was removed to Taos ahd put under the
care of Dr. Martin where she is
mending very rapidly.

Mrs. Lyman Bnrns and childA couple of youngstert made
JJisp Mind Cannon i over vicit-- ; ren of Taos, were the guests the
past week of Mrs. Bnrns' parents, their appearance in our midst last
Injuria.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Q. Cleland.
week, a big boy at Win. Adairs
Girsoi: Gttadoif of Taos, was a
8ee m9 a the Jnn.iss Fae l Barn and a girl at Mr. Birch's.
visitor at QticatS. last week.
if you want your team taken care Mothers and babies are getting
and Graiu along nicely,
A. L. HarlrK'v report thai he of. We also have
D.
H.
sale.
Dutcher.
for
ir.r. locuted a fine lead cu Placer
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Mr. O. D.

MaMetto

are viaitiui; Mm. weekly visits.
Malletta'a parenta at Costilla tine
William McKean, attorney at
teek.
law of ri aos, made Red River a
E. H. Noma had a bad acci- flying visit the lirst of the week.
dent yesterday. His horse threw His many Red River friends are
tin and put his right wrist out always pleased when Mc. makes
of joint .
our camp a visit.
!viivtren

Staple

THE MOREN

B. J. YOUNG,

Notary Pnblio.
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HR!) RIVER
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H. H. HANKINS,

Manager.
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EDWIN B, SEWARD,

Will Take You to the Gold Camps of

Adrice and Counoil
Matters a Specialty.

Western Colfax County
Red River and

TRE8 PIEDRAS,

DR. CLARENCE R. BASS

Stations at Spgjnger, Cimarron, Ute Creek,

Physician

Baldy and Elizabeth to v.rn.

and
Surgeon,
KliIZ

POST OFFICE STORE.
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Prompt attention to all business

intrusted to my care.
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work and methods. Hailed
Free to the
ADVERTSSfNG MAN
of any responsible house.

School books for sale at all tiine and novels to
rent Call and see us when you want anything
in our line.

Bert P!illl'.!o.
Krana Siaplin.
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The following

partiea were
Taos visitors one day last week:
Jas. Hill, T. J. Bryan, CUrence
Jones and Clark Hagermau.
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Hagcrman of

Clarence
Chicago, arrived in camp one day
last week with the expectation of
spending
Mr.
the summer.
Hagerniau is highly delighted
with the grandeur of the scenery
and the delightful climate.
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To L. H. Oarii. Al.iuro Old 'iam, Ottorgi
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The Eureka Mining chim
and located on the head of
of holdlue ald cl me gndr the
Ijw t"wu is looking alright these
of nectfon 2324. rerijed Ktalutenof
P.ed River is being developed by
tbe Uoited Biat'ex and amendment' therednjs. In fact, it is looking so fine
Mike Frawley and others.
to, and if. within ninti davi after the
that the owners J. M. aud G.
Mr. and Mrs. Yfrnon Bailey of ervlue of this notice by publication, yon
Mend expect to do considerable
fail or refuae to contribute ycur portirtn of
Washington, D. C-- , are here for iicb expenditure ae oo owner, .together
developing work this fail. The
of the publicatlou ..r tin
tin
the purpose of examining the with
notice, your internal in tbeae I'd) claim
cie is of a hemitite character.
They have in the past had a Biological survey of this section. will becojne tie prnpurty of llie
your
.
Mr. Bailey is chief of the Biologinumber of excellent assays and
K. A. Uilto...
cal Field Survey.
Kimt Publicaiion July 33, 10 4.
the ore is looking bettur as one

Ibyginess,
ever taxed orgeus.
Lliekarhe, Liver eonplaint aud
( nrlij atu o. Bot thanks lo Dr.
K ;ig's New Life Pills lhaj put an
ad to it all. Tdey aie gnlln but
thorough. Try thun. Only 25o.
by F. 0. Sttvtua.
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' .cribed in the location oertitl
whioh
are rec dt:d In in the mfninir. record of
tbe County of Taox and Territory or New
Mexico: Thi Bachelor uilntnir lode cIrIoi
ia recorded October 'JTth 1901, In Book 22,
on Pige 462, laid cUIti
locat.iue i
ed on Ancruet Wti 1!)02; tbel'brer I' irt'iera

2ilrd,

Mr.

HKTHTOWN, NKWUBX

J. B. LUSK,

'

Pals an End to it All.
A grievous wait oftimes comes
a a result of enbearable pain from

A

LAWYER.

Ing District,

t

in Miaiag

La Belle, New Mex.

1

with-on-

H1W MHZ.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Fa jara, have
fctirm the past wek fishing and Working on rhe Poncha lode and
looking over the country. Mr. reports that he is getting some
McCunniff is an old prospector good looking ore.
having visited FhVabcthtown in
Jas. Harvey is prospecting on
minim; de clalma, recorded O'toher !7th
i860. He is a good hand in tell the head of Lake Fork where he
!... in Hook 22, on Patte 4SS, ei'd claim
ing stories of tlie early days. His found some very rich float some 'mi nt' been loca'ed An uit 23 1!I02; tka
Einir Soli man min'nK !''lenlaffii ft recordson is the ''devil" in the Chronicle time ago..
In Book 22 mi Page
ed on October M,
office of that place.
(
The Comstock lode belonging 451, ne d olefin hnviog been located

can see the precious metal
a glasa.
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8ate

Mr. Jas.
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FREIGHT L

lik-d-

n

son J
been in thfg

DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

STAGE and
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Tho. McCuniff and

E. C. ABBOTT,
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Fancy Groceries

SANTA

-

1

NEW MUX.

TAOS,

Awn

Come and See Our Goods and Get Prices.

Suicide Prvynted.
The startling annonncement that
a preventive of ouieide hod been
discovered will interest mny. A
run down systeih. 01 despondency
invariably precede suicide and
somethinR has been found that will
prevent that condition which makes
suicide
At the first thonght
of self destruction take Electric
Bitters. It being a great tonic ar.d
nervine will strengthen the nerves
aud bnild up the system. It's also
a great Stonifcch, L' ver and Kidney
Carrie Gaul arrived n camp last
Lsst Monday, a lain tishini; regnlor. Only 50c. Satisfuction
party went down th river for th guaranteed by F. C Stevens.
Friday.
day conpistiug of Mr. and Mrs. G.
F. J. Callender, manager of the L. Moad, Mrs. Richards and two Sabfiori'9 to the Prospeotor:
It in th Official Organ of the
fter.ry Young store at Quests, children und Mis Carrie Gaul of
BJvcr Miuirg 'bwtrict.
Red
ii Ilea t! e people of Fed River to Sesjunda, Colo., John Melson of
remember that he delivers goods Liucola, Nbs., Mr. and Mra. Sam.
It is the Oldest Paper in Taos
to this puce at Questa prices every H'iif;h of Trinidad, Oo'o., Mr. and Count'.
Saturday. Send in your orders.
Mrs. T. A' Melson, Mr. and Mrs.
It is the Only Pnper Published
ft. W. Penn, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. In the Gold Belt of Northorn Tuoa
ocge MaHctte and Prank Mod and daughter, Esther, John CoBnty .
Stevens ore developing the Mini 0. Baattjr hu eon Mark and two
the Mnes Nellie and
eral King in Mineral j.nilcli
.notice ov Koni iciTt; K.
'
day. 'J hey have a fine lead to Annie, jra. P. B. Coffolt and To C. A. Fowlor and Win. K'a-i- tloair,
Tjitya and Earl Your..;, leanl reprennatatWcs r aurigns
work on and with depth where
Yon rp hereby notilind that I, thon- report
a grand time but they
They
he assays ore hitrh thev wiU
I. 1hu czpendrd on hundred dollors
say
fish.
about
catching
nothing
durinz the year 1001, in labor and
m i'.hout doubt
have a first cl.ss
ap-each oosol th fellnw-inroperty.
clnm, situated in thn Rio Hondo Mln
these-'daugter-

t-Law.

Practice in all the Courts.

And SALT MEATS,

IP R ICS 1 1

We notice by the late issue of
the Revista, that a great deal of
hi volouachilda play has been the
W'e
decoration for its piges.
presume this must be the effects
of the dancing interest working
out on the malignant writer.

Pearl Hayes formerly of this
A. M. Ames and J. Yf. Sharp
and brother of B. W. Hayes
place
Lave jnat fjoibht'd J. W. (iarrett's
was
on
the iothof July, murdered
ansesemeut on the Orange mining
Imperial,
California.
at
The
bdow
property
tovn.
particulars of the affair has
K. K. Norris lost a valuable not reached us yet.
A letter dih me the other day. Mr' W. J. rected to his father at creede.
F oyd staked the horse out and it Colorado, only stated that he was
fell and must liavcof choked to murdered and the murderer was
death.
in custody. His brother Elmer
Mr. and Mrs: G. h- Moad, Mr was at' creede when the letter
and Mrs. Samuel Haigh, Mrs reached thire and at once left for
Richards, two children an-- BliaS California to look after the affair.

Merchandise

.

Boots akd Snoas

Taos has been visited quite
Jesse Young and Frank Stevens frequently of late with a shower
visited San ford, Colo., the past
which however is a little late but
week and the Misses Murl and
nevertheless welcome.
Stella Young and theit uncle
J'rad Wilson returned with them
The day of Santiago on the
of July was celebrated in the
25th
Mrs. F. J. Callender and Miss
manner by the Pueblo
usual
Edna Parker of Questa, cslled on
A larye crowd of spec-- '
Indians.
a few of their Red Rivet friends
tators
were
present to see the
last Saturday.
They came up
performance.
with Mr. Callender on one of his

Hayes
ud Charles
are visiting Taos this
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